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վ֚ࠐݺᓫᓫࠐݺᆄ۵ᆣৄऱڂ
ᒴΖݺऱऄټਢᐖ۩Δൕ။তࠐ
ࠩભഏΔՕપڶଡִԱΖ
ࠟڣছΔݺԱԫଡኄΔኄ
㠪ߠᆣৄऱऄஃسऱൣݮΔ
הଚൕᐇࢪࠩសഘΔᝫהڶଚ
ᆖऱֱڤΔ߷ਢאছݺൕመ
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ऱΖᙌࠐհ৵Δݺუݺࠩऱਢܑ
ऱ़ၴΕܑऱऄΙڇڂ။তΔֺ
ਢઠ႓ۥऱΕ႓ۥऱᇓΔ
ֺۖ؍ਢઠထ៴ۥऱࡉ႓ۥ
ऱᇓΖࢬݺኄߠऱ߷ࠄऄஃଚΔ
լೖچངထהଚऱᇓΙຍԫࠥה
ଚਢઠထຍଡᠱۥऱᇓΔՀԫ։
ᤪΔהଚԾઠՂ؆լٵऱᇓΖ
הଚᆖऱֱࡉڤຒ৫Δݺਢݙ٤
ڶᙄऄᇿՂऱΖᅝᙌࠐհ৵Δኄ
խࢬߠլೖ૿ݺڇچছנΔࢬא
ԫऴڶᙄऄݱൾຍᑌऱནቝΖ
վݺڣ൷ࠩຏवΔࠩࠐאױ
ભഏΔ߷ழ֨უΔױݺ౨ࠩߠאױ
ኄխऱནቝԱΔ۟ݺװऱچ
ֱΔױ౨༉ਢݺኄխऱሐΖ܀ਢ
ᅝࠩࠐݺભഏΔၞԱڝΔ࿇
ࠀլਢݺኄխࢬߠऱሐΖڂڇ
ݺኄխࢬߠऱሐਢॺൄᐈऱΔ
ۖᐇࢪᝫڶᑔඪΖڇڝৱԱ
ࠟଡִհ৵Δ߷ᢰᅝ୮ऱ㠬ၦऄ
ஃΔڔิቸࠐᆄ۵ᆣৄףՂԳ
௳ԼԿࡌڣऄᄎΖᦫᎅൕޜ

ࠩᆄ۵ৄਢຍᏖऱΔ߷ழݺఐ
᨟ᣄመऱΔࢬא༉ᎅݺլࠐ
ԱΖ܀ਢऄஃᎅΚψլ۩Ζωڂ
ԫڣ༉ຍᏖԫڻᖲᄎ౨ജࠐຍ
㠪Δڔᎁݺᚨᇠࠐ௳ףધ
࢚ऄᄎΔࢬݺא༉ࠐړԱΖݺ
ᝫထᢐࠐΔڂࢢࠐࠩຍ㠪ఐ
ޓᣄመΖ
ᅝࠩࠐݺᆄ۵ৄΔਈመ۵
հ৵ΔၞԱᐇࢪΔᝫࠩសഘΔ࢙
ྥᏆஔࠩኄխऱሐ༉ڇณছΔ
ᅝழ֨խऱݶᑗᣄߢאΔ߷ጟ
᧯᧭ਢছࢬڶآऱΔۖݺऱఐ
ࠥم༉ړԱΖऄᄎޔհ৵ڃ
װΔ܀ਢݺऱ֨ࠉࠉլඍΔլუ
ᠦၲᆣৄΖመԱתଡִհ৵Δڶ
ԫଡՖࡺՓࠐࠩڝΔڔᎅ
ࠐᆄ۵ᆣৄףᨠଃऄᄎΔࢬא
ݺ༉ቔದটޣऄஃΔᨃݺᇿ
ຍۯՖࡺՓԫದࠐᆄ۵ৄΔࠐຍ
ᢰᖂ֚ޢऱפᓰΔٵழՈᆠ
ՠΔऴࠩᨠଃऄᄎޔΖ
ࠩݺຍᢰլڶڍଡਣཚ
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ԱΔৰᘋאױᇿՕ୮։ࠆ֨խ
ऱஙΖݺઌॾݺڇଚޢԫ֚ऱ
سᅝխΔ࣠ڕ౨ജਊᅃ۵ॲΔ
ਊᅃဆ៳ᝫڶలஃଚऱඒᖄଥ۩
ऱᇩΔהଚኙլᄎᆜݺଚ࣍լ
ऱΖܑਢᨠଃဆ៳Δڂ
ဆ៳ڶՏ֫ՏณΔࠩאױ༈ᜢ
එેΔኙլᄎᆜٚ۶ԫଡฒس
࣍լΖ
່৵ݺܑტՂԳΔڂ
໌ה৬Աᆄ۵ᆣৄΔᨃࢬڶऱ
ฒسຟ౨ࠐຍ㠪ଥ۩ΖݺՈტ
ຍ㠪ऱऄஃଚΔᚥݺܗΔ
ᇿՕ୮ԫჇ٥ଥΕԫದᖂΙڂ
ݺլᚩխ֮ΔݺՈტࢬڶ
ᚥݺܗᆖࡉᦫᆖऱԳΖ
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ݺऱऄټਢᘣॾΔڇຍ㠪ᝑԫՀ
ࡉऄ᜔ऱڂᒴΖ3117ڣ2ִΔࠐݺ
ࠩԿᢋؑऱ८՞ڝᑔՂΔᅝழπ
Օ༟ᣭρإၲࡨΖऄᄎၞ۩ࠩ
ԫתऱழଢΔ֨ݺ㠪ྂದڍൕ
ڶآመऱൣፃΖຍࠄൣፃৰݶ༉
ؓ༚ԱΔ֨㠪ტᤚৰ᎘ᠾΖ
ݺᝫਢ՛ऱழଢΔ༉൷
ᤛࠩԶإሐΔݺ౨᧯ᄎຍࠄΔڂ
ࡎسటऱਢৰેΖԼնᄣழΔ
ڶԳඒݺΔ۞ݺաݺئ׀္ܫ
լუ٦ۚپԱΖݺଚऱ֮֏ለᣄ
൷࠹ຍᑌऱᜰ೯Δݺऱ୮Գࡉࣛ
֖Ոຟᤚৰ࡛ࢡΔ܀ਢݺवሐ
ؘݺႊຍᏖΖ༓ڣ৵Δݺթᛵ
ᇞຍਢڂݺመװऱፖڂᒴ
ࢬીΖ
3117ڣ5ִڇ८՞ڝΔۯڶऄ
ஃݺ္ܫᎅᆄ۵ৄڇإਈᆄ۵ᣪ
ᣭΔ֚ޢਈՕપնۍਈΔۖ
堚ඣរאছದݩΖᦫࠩ৵ऱ
รԫტᤚਢຍኙݺਢԫጟਗᖏΔ

ݺ܀वሐ౨൷࠹ຍଡਗᖏΖऄஃ
ݺ္ܫΔ࣋Հԫ֊Δץਔݺऱ
֖ࣛΕ୮அΕՠ܂Ζڶශ
ᚶΔࠥم༉ࠩᆄ۵ৄࠐףΖᆖ
መຍڻᆖᖵΔរᗏݺփڇଥ۩ऱ
־Δ༉ቝڇݺ८՞ڝऱรԫ֚ԫ
ᑌΔݺᛵᇞ۞աऱ᧢ࡎسޓഒ
ᣄԱΔ܀ՈړޓԱΔݺڇլᄎ
٦ಯ᠏ԱΖ
ݺሖࠩچٺৰڍᚌߐ
ऱࡺՓΔהଚຟڶ٥ٵऱଥ۩ؾ
ᑑΔ۟ຑ՛ຟݺᖿᚐΖ
۞ൕݺᎁᢝהଚא৵Δݺ༉ڶ
ࣆΔݺၲࡨᔹᦰڍޓΔዥޓ
֟Δ۟ሎ೯ڍޓΔسऱֱڤ
ՈړޓΖݺഛ塄Ա۞աऱݴર
ԺΔࠐৱᓃ።֫Δࠀޢڇ
ڻᅀឫழΔᨠᅃ۞աऱ࢚ᙰΖ
ຍԫ֊ຟਢڂڇ८՞ڝऱ߷ԫ
֚Δݺऱس᧢ړޓΖ۟ݺ
ᝫՂᓰᖂխ֮ΕࣟতࠅᖵΕ
ࠅᢌΖᕣጥݺऱ֖ࣛଚຟ
ᎁݺუ᧢ګխഏԳΔהଚ
չᏖຍᑌუΔݺլवሐΔ܀ਢݺ
ैڶլॴױᖒऱެ֨Ζ൞Μ
ᨠଃဆ៳Ζ
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ݺऱऄټਢ࣠༡Δൕଶၲࡨᖂ۵
ऱழଢΔቝৰڍԳԫᑌΔݺ༉
ᦟ࢚ᨠଃဆ៳Δ࢚τՕ༟ࡃυΖ
ױਢڝڇ࣍ૻᐔ㠪૿Δڝڇᐔ
؆ݺਢუመ࢚װΖৰტᖿஃ
׀ՂԳԫڻԾԫڻऱඒᖄΔݺח
࢚ࣔࠩػᨠଃဆ៳ऱૹΖ
ڶԫڇڻ८՞ࠩߠڝஃ׀Δ
ݺ༉ᇿஃ׀ᎅᅸࠩԫࠄլ༭ݶऱ
ࠃΕլڕრऱࠃΖஃࠩᦫ׀հ
৵Δৰს༟چᎅΚψ࢚ڍᨠ
ଃဆ៳Δᨠଃဆ៳ᄎᚥܗ
ΖωݺᎅΚψਢऱΔஃ׀Δݺ

װڃᄎ࢚Ζωױਢᠦၲ८՞ڝհ ݳ
৵ݙ٤ڶࠩΖመԱԫֲ ࣩ
٦ߠࠩஃ׀Δஃ׀ৰᣂ֨چംΚ ॲ
ψ່२መ৻ᏖᑌΛωݺৰᖜᐡ
ᇿஃ׀ᎅΚψൣउᝫਢլڍΔ
ړ᧢ڶΔՈ᧢ڶޓᡏΖω
ஃش׀ԫጟৰഒࡳڶԺऱᜢଃܫ
္ݺΚψؘႊ࢚ڍᨠଃဆ
៳Δൄൄऱ࢚Ζ࢚ऱழଢΔ
شట֨Εᇨ֨ࡉॾ֨ࠐᆣᇆΖ
ᨠଃဆ៳ԫࡳᄎᚥܗऱΖω
ݺထஃ׀Δஃ׀ኙᨠଃဆ៳ړ
୍֨ॾڶΜݺՈسದॾ֨Δၲࡨ
࢚τՕ༟ࡃυࡉᨠଃဆ៳ᆣ
ᇆΖ
ஃ׀Ⴝഭհ৵Δڇ2::6ڣ:ִ
ᆣৄֽڶຬ़ऄᄎΖၞᆣৄ߷ԫ
֚Δݺ۞ޣաΔ֚ޢ219ሙऱ
τՕ༟ࡃυΖՕᄗԱԼԲΕ
Կ֚ΔݺԱԫଡኄΔኄߠ۞ա
ߨڇԫය՞ሁΔ߷ਢቝטቼऱ
ֱچΔؐᢰਢ௧Δ׳ᢰਢ՞Δছ
૿ਢԫՕׂऱဠ़Δߪᢰᝫࠟڶ
ۯՖฒΖߨڇإऱழଢΔડྥ
ၴΔဠ़խנԫ༇ৰՕऱᨠ
ଃဆ៳ΔߪתऱΔॺൄ๗ᣤΔػ
ڶۥរຘࣔΔઌᎎৰს壁Δ༉ቝ
τཏ॰υ࢚ࠩऱᨠଃဆ៳ს
ณီฒ߷سᑌΖݺᅝழৰՕᜢऱ
Κψᨠଃဆ៳قԱΜᨠ
ଃဆ៳قԱΜωݺၲࡨუߨ२
ԫរΔડྥၴဠ़ԾנรԲ༇
ᨠଃဆ៳Ζຍԫ༇ᇿรԫ༇
լڍΔຟਢۥػΔՈਢߪתΔױ
ਢ૿ઌ༉ৰլԫᑌΖรԲ༇ᨠ
ଃဆ៳ቝԫ༇৷ؾ८ଶΔৰᣤ
ऱΔݺԱڶរ୭ࢢΔ༉ൕኄ㠪
ᙌመࠐԱΖຍᑌ࢚Օ༟ࡃ࢚Ա
ԿଡִΖ
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 ݳPREFACE:
ࣩ Perhaps you have already noticed
ॲ that the entire City of Ten Thousand
Buddhas (CTTB) is active whenever
there is a Dharma assembly, because
Dharma friends come together from
all over the world to join in. Why are
Buddhist ceremonies so attractive?
Especially in the Guanyin assembly
this time, many Westerners and
young adults participated in the
whole session. On the final day, their
faces were full of radiance; they were
energetic and at ease. It was not
something that worldly pleasures can
offer. Vajra Bodhi Sea selected some
of the experiences from this Guanyin
session to give readers a glimpse of
what it was like, and perhaps, to
inspire you to arrange a trip for
yourself to recharge and experience
spiritual transformation.

A DREAM BEYOND DREAMS
(Dharma Master Guang Xing, translation
by Yvonne Chen)

Dharma Masters, I was given this
opportunity to talk about what
propelled me to come to CTTB.
My Dharma name is Guang Xing. I
am from Vietnam, and I have been
in the United States for about four
months. About two years ago, I had
a dream where I saw the daily life of
the Dharma Masters here, from their
dormitory to their dining hall, even to
the way that they recited sutras. I had
never seen this before; when I awoke,
I thought that I must have seen things
in other realm. In Vietnam, Bhikshus
wear yellow robes and yellow sashes.
Bhikshunis wear blue robes and yellow
sashes. In my dream, the Dharma
Masters kept changing their sashes.
One moment, they would put on this
color of sash, and the next minute,
they would change to different colored
46  ࣣ ܛඳ ೩ ঔ!!˟ŒŒˣѐ˝͡

sash. When they recited sutras, I was
unable to follow along. When I awoke
from the dream, this scene of my dream
constantly replayed itself in my mind
to the point that I could not forget it.
In the year 2008, I received notice
that I could go to the United States.
Instantly, I thought, oh, perhaps I
would see this scene when I went there
or perhaps it is at that temple that I
would be going to. When I debarked
from the plane to go to the Bao’en
temple, I found it was not the temple
in my dream, because the monastery
in my dream was very spacious, and
the dormitory had stairs. About two
months later, Dharma Master Heng
Liang, the abbess of the Bao’en temple,
organized the trip to the City of Ten
Thousand Buddhas for the thirteenth
anniversary of the Venerable Master’s
nirvana. At that time, I was sick, and
when heard that the trip from LA to
CTTB was so far, I requested not to
go, but the abbess did not approve,
because she said that it is once a year
that she could visit the Venerable
Master’s monastery, and I should go to
that event.
When I came to CTTB, I
remembered to bring my medications
because I was afraid that my illness
would get worse. After bowing to the
Buddhas, I went to the dorm and to
the dining hall, and at that time, I
realized that my dream had come true.
I was full of joy that I had never felt
before, and my illness immediately
went away. We left after the ceremony
was over, but my heart was unwilling to
part with CTTB. About half a month
later, a laywoman who came to Bao’en
temple to receive health treatment was
planning a trip to CTTB to attend the
Guanyin session. At that time, I had
the courage to ask Dharma Master

Heng Liang if I could go to CTTB
to learn the daily practice there and
to be a volunteer during the Guanyin
session.
I have been here for four weeks
now. I am very happy that I could
share with everyone the joy I have felt.
I believe that in our daily life, if we
cultivate vigorously according to the
teachings of the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas
and patriarchs, they will not forsake
us, especially Guanyin Bodhisattva,
because she has a thousand hands
and a thousand eyes that radiate
everywhere and observe the whole
world; she would not overlook a single
being. Lastly I would like to thank
the Venerable Master because he
established CTTB for all living beings
to cultivate together. Also I would
like to thank the Dharma Masters for
allowing me to stay here to cultivate
and learn during this past few weeks.
Because I do not know Chinese, I
would especially like to thank those
who help me in reciting the sutras and
understanding the lectures.

ALL BECAUSE OF THAT ONE
DAY
(By Gage Flanagan, Chinese translation by
David Yin)

Let me tell you how I started coming
to DRBA. In January, 2006, I went
upstairs to Gold Mountain Monastery
when
the
Great
Compassion
Repentance was just about to begin.
Halfway through the ceremony, I was
overcome with many emotions which
I had never felt before. It was my first
recitation of the Great Compassion
Repentance. These emotions quickly
subsided, and I felt at ease.
When I was a child, I was exposed
to the Eightfold Path. I could connect
with this, because life is indeed filled
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with suffering. At the age of fifteen,
without any instruction, I told my
parents I did not want to eat meat
anymore. This was a culturally difficult
thing for me to do. It was very unusual
for my family and my friends. But I
know I had to do it. Years later, I was able
to find out it was due to my good roots
and affinities. So in April, 2006, while
I was at Gold Mountain Monastery,
one of the Dharma Masters came up
and told me a bowing repentance had
begun in CTTB. She said that we have
to bow about 500 bows daily and wake
up before 4 AM. I felt challenged and
I knew I could meet the challenge.
The Dharma Master told me to drop
everything, my friends, my family
and my work. So without any more
delay, I immediately went to the City.
This experience ignited the fire of
cultivation within me. Just like my
first day at Gold Mountain Monastery,
I knew my life had gotten harder, but
also vastly much better. There would
be no turning back now.
Since then, I have met exceptional
laity from different parts of the world
with a common goal of cultivation; even
the children have been motivating.
Without procrastination, I’ve read
more, lessened my outflows, even
exercised more. And I have a better
approach to life. I have developed
patience waiting for knee surgery,
watching my thoughts any time I get
stirred. All because of that one day at
the Gold Mountain Monastery, life
is better. I have even taken classes in
Mandarin, Southeast Asian history,
and Asian art history. My friends think
that I am trying to be Chinese; why
they think this, I do not know, but I
have a unstoppable resolve. Thank
you, Guanyin Pusa.

A WONDERFUL ARRANGEMENT
(By Guo Hui Fan)

My Dharma Name is Guo Hui. Like
many other people, when I started
studying Buddhism, I like reciting
Guanyin Bodhisattva’s holy name
and the Great Compassion Mantra.
However, my recitation was merely
limited to the monastery; I did not
recite them when I was not in the
monastery. I was very grateful to Shifu
[the Ven. Master], who taught me
again and again, to make me realize
the importance of reciting Guanyin
Bodhisattva’s name.
One day, I saw the Venerable
Master at Gold Mountain Monastery,
and I told him something personal
that happened in my life, and basically
complained. Shifu compassionately
told me that I needed to recite
Guanyin Bodhisattva’s name and
Guanyin Bodhisattva would help me.
My reply was: “Yeah, Shifu, I will
recite Guanyin Bodhisattva’s name.”
But as soon as I left Gold Mountain
Monastery, I forgot the whole thing; I
did not keep my promise. Then some
time passed, and I saw Shifu again.
He kindly asked me how I had been. I
told him with worry: “The situation is
about the same; it is not getting better,
but it is not getting worse either.”
Immediately Shifu told me that I must
recite Guanyin Bodhisattva’s name all
the time, and that I needed to use a true
mind, a sincere mind and a mind of
belief in recitation, and then Guanyin
Bodhisattva would definitely help me.
I saw how much confidence Shifu
had in Guanyin Bodhisattva and that
built my confidence. I started to recite
the Great Compassion Mantra and
Guanyin Bodhisattva’s holy name.
In September of 1995, after
Venerable Master Hua entered nirvana,

there was a “Water, Land, and Air ݳ
Dharma Assembly” at CTTB. I came ࣩ
for the assembly and made a promise ॲ
to myself on the first day that I would
recite Great Compassion Mantra 108
times every day. Then on either the
forty-second or forty-third day, I had
a dream. I was walking on a mountain
trail, experiencing a celestial sense of
peace. On the left was a vast ocean
and on the right was a mountain. In
front of me, there was just empty sky.
There were two ladies walking next to
me. Then all of a sudden, the image
of Guanyin Bodhisattva manifested in
the sky. The image was pretty huge,
from the head to the waist. It was
white colored, kind of translucent, and
fairly adorned, with a facial expression
that was so kind and compassionate,
just like one sentence in the “Universal
Door Chapter,” which describes how
Guanyin Bodhisattva compassionately
gazes upon living beings. So I started
shouting, “Oh, Guanyin Bodhisattva
is manifesting!” Then I started
running, because I wanted to get closer
to him. Just at that time, a second
Guanyin Bodhisattva image appeared
in the sky. This one was pretty much
the same as the first one, white, from
head to waist, but the facial expression
was completely different. It looked
like a Vajra king and was pretty tall.
I got scared and quickly woke up
from my dream. I kept reciting Great
Compassion Mantra every day for
three months.
FTo be continued
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